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INNOVATIVE IDEAS INTRODUCES NUTRI® GRILL PRO: 

REVOLUTIONARY NON-STICK ECO-FRIENDLY COOKWARE FOR GRILLING PERFECTION 
AT THE INSPIRED HOME SHOW 2024 

 

 
 

Hong Kong (February 27, 2024) – Innovative Ideas, a leading innovator in kitchenware, 
is thrilled to announce the launch of its game-changing cookware, designed to bring 
the joy of grilling to your kitchen. With its cutting-edge features and commitment to 
eco-friendliness, Nutri® Grill Pro is set to redefine the art of grilling. 
 
Revolutionary Non-Stick Technology 
Nutri® Grill Pro is forged from heavy-gauge die-cast aluminum, ensuring consistent 
and delicious grilling results every time. With its 4 layers of 100% non-toxic ceramic 
coating, this cookware provides an exceptional non-stick surface that is free from 
PTFE, PFAS, and PFOA, ensuring a safe and healthy cooking environment for you and 
your loved ones. 
 
Versatility and Compatibility 
The Nutri® Grill Pro features an integrated induction base, making it compatible with 
all cooktops, including gas, electric, halogen, ceramic, and induction stovetops. This 
versatility allows grill enthusiasts to enjoy the Nutri® Grill Pro's exceptional grilling 
experience regardless of their kitchen setup. 
 
Versatility and Compatibility 
With an induction base, Nutri® Grill Pro cookware is suitable for all cooking surfaces, 
including gas, electric, halogen, ceramic, oven and induction stovetops. This 
versatility ensures that home cooks can enjoy the benefits of Nutri® Grill Pro's superior 
cooking experience both indoors and outdoors. 
 
Easy to Clean 
Say goodbye to stubborn food residues sticking to your grill! The smooth ceramic 
surface of the Nutri® Grill Pro prevents food from sticking, making cleaning a breeze. 
Spend less time scrubbing and more time enjoying your delicious grilled creations. 
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Lock in Flavors, Promote Health 
The taller body design of the Nutri® Grill Pro is designed to lock in flavors, resulting in a 
delightful burst of taste that elevates your culinary creations. The raised grill lines 
efficiently drain excess oils and fats, promoting healthier and more nutritious meals. 
With the Nutri® Grill Pro, you can indulge in the pleasure of grilling without 
compromising on health. 
 
About Innovative Ideas 
 
Innovative Ideas is a leading manufacturer of innovative and eco-friendly 
kitchenware products. Committed to sustainability and quality, Nutri Pan aims to 
transform the way people cook by providing revolutionary cookware solutions that 
prioritize health, convenience, and the environment. 
 
Watch the Video at:  
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